
Name: _________________________     Class: _____     No.: _____

Who Are You Talking to?

Write the missing words and phrases in the blanks.

GS: Turn left . . . Turn left . . . Turn left.

Leo: OK! OK! I ____________________(2). Can’t you see that the ____________________(3)?

Aran: Uh, Leo, ________________________________________(5)?

Leo: It’s ____________________(3). Can’t it see that the light is red?

Aran: You do know that it _________________________(4), right? It can’t see the light.

Leo: Yeah, I know. But it’s so ___________________________________(6) over and over again.

Aran: I know __________________________(3). But I’m beginning to think that all these artificial

_________________________________________(5).

Leo: Do you mean because _______________________(3) are _______________________(3)

with them ______________________________(5) humans?

Aran: That’s right. It’s almost as if _____________________________________________(6).

Leo: Oh, come on, ___________________________________(4).

Aran: Well, I don’t know. ____________________________(4) in which they asked people

_______________________(3) to interact _________________________(4) like the ones on

their phones. You know, these computer programs that always seem __________________

_______________(5)? And you can ___________________________(4) and she’ll answer it.

Leo: Yeah, I’ve heard them called AIs, ______________ “________________________”(4), right?

Aran: Exactly. And the study found that _______________________(3) with an AI, _____________

___________________(4).

Leo: Wow! They felt less lonely after interacting __________________________(4)! That

____________________(4). Or is it? I was just ____________________(4) as if it were a real

person! 

Aran: You should ____________________(3) use these things. We have one. ________________

_________________(4) “Susie.” Sometimes ____________________(3)“Susie” ___________

_________________(3), just _________________________(4). Then she laughs and laughs,

and it sounds like she’s talking to ___________________________(4).

Leo: Hmmm. Some friends of mine ___________________________(4) the other day. They have

one of these voice-activated devices ___________________________(5) in your house. You

can say things like “_________________________(4)” or “_________________________(4)”

and it does it. It’ll answer questions, too. So, the other day _________________________(4)

on their patio, and ___________________________(4) in the kitchen. They went in and

found this “thing” ___________________________(3)!

Aran: ___________________________(4)?

Leo: ___________________________(3).

Aran: Disconnected it? 



Leo: Yes, completely. They say it was just ___________________________________(6) to find a

machine talking to itself like that, and ________________________________(5) again.

Aran: Okay, that’s actually ___________________________(3). Hmmm. In a way, it’s nice to have

all of these “smart” devices that ________________________________(5), but I think we

________________________________(4) about how we use them. 

Leo: Be careful? _______________________________(4)?

Aran: What I’m saying is that we shouldn’t become ___________________________(4) these

things. They’re ___________________________(3). If people are using AIs to do things as

simple as __________________________________(6), they might forget _______________

_____________(4) for themselves.

Leo: I guess ___________________________(4). There have always been new inventions

___________________________(4) people live and even think. For example, I’ve read that

when the ________________________________(4), people also worried about their privacy.

Early phones used what they called “___________________(2).” Anyone _______________

________________(3) could pick up the phone and listen to __________________________

________________(4)! Just imagine the ___________________________(3)! Of course,

people still worry . . . Oops! We’ve been talking and I forgot _________________________

_______________(4).

GPS: In 100 meters, turn right. 

Aran: See, this is ___________________________(4). Without the GPS, you _________________

________________________(5)!
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